Books about dinosaurs

*Captain Flinn And The Pirate Dinosaurs* by Giles Andreae, illustrated by Russell Ayto
When Flinn and his friends go into the school art cupboard, they stumble across a real live pirate! This is just the start of a wonderful, action packed adventure out on the high seas where, shiver me timbers, dinosaur pirates rule the waves!

*When Dinosaurs Came With Everything* by Elise Broach, illustrated by David Small
Friday is just magical - everywhere children go there is a special offer! Be brave at the doctors and get a free Stegosaurus. Sit quietly at the hairdressers and get a Pterosaur. The result – very frazzled mums and deeply happy children.

*Tyrannosaurus Drip* by Julia Donaldson, illustrated by David Roberts
When a mischievous Compsognathus steals a duckbill egg and pops it into the nest of a Tyrannosaurus, he causes all sorts of trouble. The duckbill dinosaur looks nothing like his brothers and has no desire to behave like them. And as far as they are concerned, he is a complete Drip.

*A Dinosaur Called Tiny* by Alan Durant, illustrated by Jo Simpson
Tiny is a very small dinosaur indeed. He hatches out of a huge egg but he is a small baby and he stays small. Even though the other young dinosaurs ignore him when they play, he finds a friend in Archie the bird and together they prove to be very special indeed!

*Stomp, Chomp, Big Roars! Here Come The Dinosaurs* by Kaye Umansky, illustrated by Nick Sharratt
There is every sort of dinosaur doing every sort of activity here – making friends, going to the swamp, and more. Plenty of rhyme and plenty of opportunity to join in with the rhythm make this a ‘must have’ for fans.
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